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Dear State Mission Directors,

Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA) launched the "safaimitra Uniform

Challenge' on 23'd November 2020 with an objective to bring in a sense of pride and

reinforce the need for safety across all Safaimitras engaged in managing municipal solid

and liquid waste.

2. On 1st March 2021, during the Curtain Raiserof Swachh Survekshan-2}21 , it has

been announced that there should be a standard uniform of the same design worn by

all Safaimitras across the country and the Ministry was in the process of finalizing the

uniform design for all Safaimitras engaged in Sotid and Liquid Waste Management.

3. The process of developing the uniform designs was initiated on 23 November

2020, when the Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) participating in Safaimitra Suraksha

Challenge were requested to submit their design entries. Out of total 39 designs received,

18 were shortlisted on the basis of criteria such as durability, suitability to kind of job etc.

The shortlisted uniform designs were then sent to NIIFT Mohali and NIFT Gandhinagar

for feedback and improvisation. The shortlisted 3 deslgns were stitched and feedback

taken from selected ULBs and Ministry officials in terms of colour, fabric and design of

the uniform.
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4. The finalized designs and the pictures of safaimitras wearing these uniforms are 

included in Annexure I for these three kinds of sanitation workers: 

 

Sl.No. Job  Job Profile Uniform Design 
1 Swachhata 

Commando 

Underground 

Cleaning of Septic 

tanks / Sewer Lines 

with safety gears 

 
2 Safaimitra Engaged in road 

Sweeping and solid 

waste collection 

 

3 Operator / 

Supervisor 

Machine operator  / 

Supervise road 

sweeping and waste 

collection or indirectly 

engaged in public 

area cleaning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The detailed features of all the components of the uniforms can be found in Annexure II.  
 

 



5. lt is advised that ULBs develop and distribute uniforms of sanitation workers in

their respective categories as per the finalized designs. With new uniform, our

Safaimitras will not only feel motivated but they will also get recognized by our citizens

for duties they perform daily to keep our cities clean.

To,

The Mission Directors of all States/UTs,



Annexure I: The finalized designs and the pictures of safaimitras wearing these 
uniforms 

1. Uniform Design I : Swachhata Commando (for Sewer entry Professionals) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Uniform Design II : Operator / Swachhata Supervisor (for Sewer Cleaning 
Machine Operators and Supervisors) 

 



 

3. Uniform Design III : Safaimitra  (for Road Sweepers/Waste collectors) 
 



 

Safaimitras were invited to wear the uniform designs and provide real-
time feedback 

Location: MoHUA 
 

 

  
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Annexure II: Detailed features of all the components of the uniforms 
 

 



  



  



 
Logo designs on the  back of the Uniform 
 

     
 

    
 
Please note: 
 

1. The text on the uniforms maybe written in local languages  
 

2. Depending on the local weather conditions, ULBs are requested to adapt the 
thickness and type of material used for uniform. 
 

3. The cities can use their logos at placeholders as indicated. 


